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1. The novel begins with Johanna recalling when she “formally resigned from the family 
dream.” What does this mean? What does she value, want, and need in her life? What does 
she mean when she says that she “wanted—with utmost urgency—to happen”? 
 

2. What is important about London for Johanna? How is it that, “you don’t live in London…you 
play London”?  

 
3. In what ways is Johanna’s professional persona, Dolly Wilde, similar or different from her 

creator?  
 
4. What is Johanna’s relationship with each of her parents like? How do the parent/child roles 

seem to invert? 
 
5. What does Johanna initially find attractive about Jerry Sharp? What’s the psychology behind 

a man who is into “making girls feel small”? 
 
6. How is John Kite different from other men for Johanna? 
 
7. Why does Johanna have to quit working for D&ME? Why has rock music and criticism 

largely existed for and been performed by men? 
 
8. What revolutionary ideas does Suzanne want to ignite? What does Johanna mean when 

she observes that everything in her apartment “has weight…everything means something”? 
  
9. Why does Suzanne want to hide her true age and privileged upbringing from the public? 

What about her experience evokes Johanna’s sympathy? 
 
10. What is the nature of fame? How is it powerful to be known of by a lot of people?  
 
11. What does John Kite’s experience of fame reveal about the ways it can be harmful? Why is 

Suzanne so desirous of it and certain of its value? 
 
12. Johanna decides that “so long as [women] keep being sassy, and wisecracking, [men] will 

respect” them. In what ways do you think this is true or not? 

 



 
 

13. After John Kite confronts a man making sexually harassing comments to Johanna, she tells 
him “the world is full of evenings like this.” Why is such harassment so common and 
normalized? What can and should men do to help eradicate it? 

 
14. Why does Johanna feel “a load of bad vibes” after offering “some friendly advice to a 

potential sexual victim”? What will it take for such an act to be thought—as Zee suggests—
reasonable? 

 
15. What’s strong and healthy (or not) about Johanna’s relationship to her own body? What 

does she mean that “a body is something that should never be described” but “a thing that 
should do”? 

 
16. Suzanne celebrates when Johanna finally “gets angry for the first time.” What’s important 

about anger for Johanna and other women? What healthy forms might it take? 
 
17. In her letter to John, what is Johanna’s argument for the value of teenage girls? What does 

it mean to “be on the side of girls”? 
 
18. Johanna leaves her blissful trip to America with John because she “will not accept being 

rescued.” What does she mean? What’s the difference between accepting help and being 
overly dependent? 

 
19. In what ways is Johanna’s act of making her sex tape public and narrating it an effective 

response to Jerry Sharp’s hateful and abusive treatment? 
 
20. What are the many and varied ways that writing and language can be used to continue to 

create equality and safety for girls and women? 


